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Problematics of “Imperial Discourse”  
in the Modern studies of Russian culture

Julija Snežko

This article aims at discussing methods of analysis and understanding of the 
“imperial discourse” in modern investigations of Russian culture. Having 
introduced Michel Foucault’s and Edward Said’s basic concepts that have 
influenced postcolonial studies and researches of Russian culture, the author 
proceeds to the works of Ewa Thompson, alexander Etkind, Susan Layton, 
andrei Zorin, Richard Wortman and Harsha Ram. The concept of imperial 
discourse in their works describes the relationship between the culture and 
literary text to specific historical context defined as imperial. The relations-
hip between the text and imperial context is ambiguous and is demonstrated 
on different levels. This relationship is revealed in investigations of the ce-
remonies of the Russian imperial court, literary representations, functioning 
of ideological symbols, as well as the genre poetics and the lyrical subject’s 
specifics. General feature of these investigations of Russian culture and lite-
rature is that rather than analyzing repressive aspects of imperial discourse 
(except Ewa Thompson), the authors focus on its constructive aspects that 
reveal new meanings of text and specify formation of cultural identity of 
Russian writers. 
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alterations of voting in Lithuania’s municipal  
council elections: macrolevel analysis

Mažvydas Jastramskis

This article presents macro-level study of voting in Lithuania’s local elec-
tions, with emphasis on changing electoral support for the incumbent par-
ties. Presented statistical analysis of vote change in two periods between 
municipal elections (year 1997–2000 and 2002–2007) aims to explain the 
success (and failure) of dominant parties in national government and munic-
ipal councils (two separate cases). article is mainly oriented into the search 
of economic voting, but hypotheses related to other, political-institutional 
factors are also tested. It is discovered that dynamics of unemployment 
change helps to explain vote change for the party that is dominant in the mu-
nicipal council, but it is not important when state of economy is worsening. 
The dominant party in the national government is unanimously punished 
when unemployment is rising, but when the state of economy is improv-
ing, average vote change for such party is not outstanding. The dispersion 
of vote change in both cases (when dependent variable is vote change for 
the dominant party in the national government) is better explained by the 
political-institutional variables (firstly, turnout change). 

Public management reforms in Lithuania:  
what should replace new Public Management and why? 

Vitalis Nakrošis

This article analyses main public management doctrines (traditional admi-
nistration, NPM and post-NPM), assesses the doctrinal basis of public man-PM), assesses the doctrinal basis of public man-
agement reforms in the 2004–2010 period, provides suggestions concerning 
principles, directions and process of future public management reforms in 
Lithuania. Despite different political views and terms of various Govern-
ments, important decisions of public management reforms were based on 
the party logic, whose purpose is to strengthen political authority of the go-f the go-
vernment in office. The implementation of the ‘bureaucratic’ public admi-
nistration strategy, whose content was informed by the ideas of post-NPM, 
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was initially unsuccessful because of limited political ownership and the 
legalistic approach. The XV Lithuanian Government undertook wide public 
management reforms based on the managerial doctrine with prevailing NPM 
characteristics. a mix of the party logic and the NPM doctrine could be 
contradictory and risky in Central and Eastern European countries. also, the 
NPM has not yielded good results in continental Europe, its solutions do not 
match Lithuania’s problems and there is no solid empirical evidence about 
its effectiveness in Lithuania. Therefore, its application should be limited 
and selective during Lithuania’s public management reforms. Post-NPM is 
the best doctrine for future public management reforms, whose implementa-
tion in Lithuania should be supported by broader political consensus, better 
inter-institutional cooperation and a more managerial implementation ap-
proach. 

Political sophistication and Its Implementing Factors: 
the case of Lithuania

Liucija Mažylytė

In this article, a few theoretical aspects of citizens’ political sophisticati-
on are analyzed: contextual concepts that are used, different conceptions 
of political sophistication, variables used in the research and factors imple-
menting political sophistication. Most of the academic works on political 
sophistication come from Western countries, therefore the assumptions used 
by foreign scholars are applied in the case of Lithuania. Political sophistica-
tion is understood as  political knowledge held by an individual as well as 
his/her  interest in politics. In the empirical part of this article, the results of 
the 2008 representative survey data statistical analysis are presented: Lithu-
anian citizens’ political sophistication index and factors that implement the 
level of political sophistication. One can conclude that the most influential 
factor that causes the existing level of political sophistication is citizens’ 
age. Relatively more political sophisticated are older, better educated citi-
zens who discuss political issues with others more frequently, use more in-
formation sources (radio, Internet, press, TV news) and gain comparatively 
higher income. 
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Premises and Perspectives for a Grand strategy  
in of the 20th and 21th  centuries

Kristina Baubinaitė

The article offers an in-depth analysis of the Grand Strategy development 
throughout the course of history via evaluation of experience of states pos-
sessing Grand Strategies alongside estimation of the Grand Strategy demand 
and purpose problem that has risen in the 21st Century. Presumption is of-
fered that significance and exigency of a national Grand Strategy has not 
diminished in the global world, whereas only spheres and conditions for its 
implementation have mutated. In the Grand Strategy of the 21st Century, a 
definition of the national “struggle for a spot under the Sun” is gradually 
replaced by the “networking” concept, the latter defining national effort to 
employ opportunities provided by globalization in order to pursue national 
development. article observes that Western States are not naturally “con-
demned” to materialize the vision of growing prosperity, increasing quality 
of life and cohesion. Success of the Western Grand Strategy model develo-
pment, the one based upon the liberal democracy concept, would depend not 
only on logic of globalization powers, but also on necessary decisions to be 
made by national governments.


